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Addressing the Global Cybersecurity Skills Shortage
Securetasks provides a digital platform that allows employers to place tasks or projects into a digital marketplace and select skilled

cybersecurity experts to deliver their desired outcomes.

Securetasks is a curated protected cybersecurity services ecosystem.  This online platform is
only available to vetted Employers and Experts.  Our crowdsourcing platform is designed for
businesses to hire remotely located cybersecurity "crowd workers" to perform discrete on-
demand IT Security tasks and projects. The platform runs on Amazon Web Services.
Employers ask Securetasks to post jobs known as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), these
tasks can be such things as a cybersecurity architecture review, or a penetration test,
answering questions, assisting with pre-sales knowledge among others. Workers, colloquially
known as Experts, browse among existing jobs, bid for these jobs and complete them in
exchange for a rate set by the Employer.  The platform provides a secure workbench for
collaboration between Employers and Experts.

Securetasks Service Summary
By 2020 Forbes and other industry experts say that the global cybersecurity skills gap will reach a deficit of 1.8million people. At a low
estimate this deficit is a $90billion problem. The cybersecurity market has massive latent demand.  Securetasks is a secure online digital
marketplace focused on meeting this demand.

Securetasks provides a secure platform that brings cybersecurity Experts together with Employers looking to hire short term or project
based capacity on demand. Securetasks allows Experts who may already be employed to bid for extra work and for Employers to list their
jobs and find Experts with the right skills to deliver the cybersecurity outcomes they need.

The Securetasks platform is not a generalised freelancer site, it is explicitly focused on the cybersecurity market making this service
unique in the world today. The platform brings buyers and sellers together then provides a cybersecurity focused workbench for
interaction. Further, the platform allows for the management of identity verification, escrowed funds, payments and dispute resolution.

When Securetasks brings buyers together with sellers we disrupt traditional cybersecurity consulting models providing greater skills
capabilities at 80% less cost to the employer.

Securetasks takes a 25% fee for this service.

Crucial Customer
Problems

Employers can not find short term or contract
cybersecurity experts
Because of the skilled labour shortage cybersecurity
tasks are not completed.
The problem is complex as it has as its major driver
both a labour and skills shortage.
Cybersecurity human resource costs are rising

Securetasks Solutions 

Securetasks is a market for skilled cybersecurity
consultants, allowing employers to search and select
consultants with the skills they need.
The on-demand nature of Securetasks means tasks get
done and are not left undone.. 
Securetasks removes the middlemen dropping human
resource acquisition costs.

Securetasks Portal
We created Securetasks with a massive amount of Cybersecurity Services experience behind us, both as clients and as
vendors. With this experience let’s outline to you why the Securetasks value proposition is so strong. Here are three really
important points for you to consider.

Whether its project management using our sophisticated Kanban board (designed for agile style delivery) or its secure
messaging and file collaboration, Securetasks is the virtual services workplace for both Employers and Cybersecurity
Experts.

Our platform acts as your workplace providing all the tools necessary to allow Experts to spend more time delivering and
Employers less time hunting for the best resources.

Securetasks has one of the most complete NIST NICE Framework libraries globally, we have thousands of pages
dedicated to working roles and their descriptions, listing of knowledge, skills and abilities associated with work roles as
well as those tasks that are expected to be delivered from those work roles.

Using NIST NICE Securetasks takes the guesswork out of what needs to be delivered and once delivered how that
delivery can be measured.

Securetasks Architecture
Securetasks architecture is a highly available redundant CMS implementation running on Amazon AWS.  The platform is
load balanced and autoscaling, the architecture has separated services such as the web server from the application and the
database.  The system is secured with a defence in depth strategy.  The domain passes through Cloudflare which is running
the Cloudflare Firewall and Web Application Firewall (WAF). Rules eliminate banned geographies or TOR. The Cloudflare
WAF is tuned to the OWASP Top 10.  The AWS VPC can only be accessed through the Cloudflare DNS server farm.
Securetasks has multiple layers of SSL certificates deployed throughout its platform.  The platform can only be accessed
using HTTPS. 

The Securetasks application can not be accessed directly, the user must be first authenticated through AWS Cognito.  We
use multi-factor authentication, factor one being geofencing, factor two being username and password, factor three being
SMS verification and factor four being email verification.  The Securetasks platform is not a self serviced platform, it is
curated, accounts must be established by the Securetasks Administrator. Accounts can not be established without ID
verification. We also send a postcard to the user physical address with their initial login details. We verify email address,
mobile phone number, government picture ID and physical address.  Once accounts are established access to the platform
requires Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) through AWS Cognito. Cognito provides highly granular session and user
management capabilities where users can be highly restricted in how they access pages on the site. Roles allow only those
pages relevant to that role to be accessed.  Access to various AWS instances are through private IPs existing in private
subnets. Egress is via bastion hosts.

Service Integrity
The integrity and reputation of the Securetasks platform is paramount.  In early trialling of different marketing models we found that an open somewhat unmoderated
platform leads to a corruption of the integrity of the platform.  In early trials we found that if we tried to grow the platform without strict regulation of who joins then we
were inviting potential hostile actors that could target the platform or our clients (in fact we saw many use cases in this regard). 

To maintain the integrity of the platform it is critical to focus on verified quality participants versus quantity of expert consultants on the platform. To this ends a expert
must request to join the platform, we then conduct a number of checks on their background based on information we request.  At no time can a member create an
account or enrol on the Securetasks platform, this must be done by Securetasks administration.  The final step is for the user to create a Stripe Connect account.  Stripe
verifies details such as tax id number, phone numbers etc.  Securetasks also uses KYC technology from Australia Post Digital iD and Trulioo, applicants are asked to
provide government ID which is checked through these platforms. We monitor activity for potential use of the platfrom for money laundering.

Securetasks avoids high risk markets to source applicants.  These are Iran, China, Nigeria, India and others.  Through IP geo fencing our platform blocks many
countries from accessing the operational sites.

We recommend to all employers that they utilise our verify service to check the professional background of their selected consultant.

What Makes Securetasks Trusted

Secure Platform
Substantial Cloud Perimeter Protection.

SSL Everywhere

PCI-DSS Compliant Architecture

Directory Based Access Only

Secure Session Management

Multiple Layers of Firewalls

Separated Private Subnets

Every line of code is SQLi escaped.

No personally identifiable data held on our
platform

PCI-DSS Partners

Verify Everyone
Verify Expert Email, Phone Number

Verify Expert LinkedIn Profile

Verify Expert Identity - Digital iD & Trulioo

Expert must create a Stripe Connect
Account

Stripe Connect verifies tax ID

Stripe Connect verifies bank account

Verify Employer Company ID

Verify Employer LinkedIn Profile

Verify Employer Status with HR

Optionally Verify Govt ID

Verify Capability
Verify the professional certifications

Additional background checks.

On request we can conduct a situational
Video Interview

Mid project snap video interview

If Expert does not deliver then not paid

We have a 5 Star rating system

Request other Expert review

Our workbench allows for live reporting

Projects milestones for verification

Pay per milestone

Matching Experts with Tasks & Projects
Securetasks has adopted and extended the NIST SP 800-181 NICE Framework.  The US National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE)
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework (NICE Framework) is a reference structure that describes the interdisciplinary nature of the cybersecurity work.
It serves as a fundamental reference resource for describing and sharing information about cybersecurity work and the knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSAs) needed to complete tasks that can strengthen the cybersecurity posture of an organisation. NICE acts as a common, consistent lexicon that
categorises, describes cybersecurity work and allows organisations to request and receive expected services, the NICE Framework improves
communication about how to identify and deploy cybersecurity consultants.

The use of NICE allows Securetasks to accurately match those Experts with a certain capability to certain tasks and projects.
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